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The richness of Amalfi 
 

The origin and the establishment of the town of Amalfi dates back to 4th century a.C. 

and, its first inhabitants were noble Roman families. They had always been looking for 

a working activity in which they were experts, an activity connected with the sea. They 

were men of sea and so they immediately understood that their land was the ideal 

district for them. Beckon to their navigation instinct, they did not only operate fishing 

but they went beyond, looking for other men and lands. People from Amalfi began 

considering the maritime commerce as their origin of life. After having hoarded  huge 

quantities  of wood  in Southern Italy’s woods  Tthey exported the wood for building 

ships and the agricultural products toward North Africa where they were exchanged 

for spices and gold; at a second step they went to Bysantium and other centres of the 

empire where they could buy silk, precious stones, goldsmith objects and other luxury 

Byzantine merchandises which were then distributed in Italy and in many other places.  

 

 

At that time (10th century), Costantinople was the main centre for luxury objects, 

precious tools and silken fabrics made by the fabrics founded by Justinian.  

In the 7th century, Amalfi was already famous for its natural beauties and for the art,        

" Civitatem maximam natura et arte " (the town where the maximum expression of 

nature and art is); and undoubtedly the East gave inspirational elements to the local 

prosperity.  

The elements from the East were porcelains, ivory and metal manufactures, precious 

stones from Asia and Africa, rugs and veils from Damascus, perfumes and essences, 

furniture in aromatic wood decorated by gems.  

 

The good were transported to Italy by sea, or by land through Greece.  

The most important markets were located in Rome and Pavia. While the merchants 

from Amalfi were able to reach Rome by sea and had been requested from the papacy 

to supply many Byzantine goods, also other pilgrims coming as visitors from all over 

the world to where there were other important clients.  

 

The economic life of this sea side town was essentially based on the industry of 

transports and commerce. Morphologically pushed against the sea by some mountains 

hostile to the bucolic life but rich in trees, Amalfi was instinctively running to fulfil the 

task of being mediator of products exchanges among several communities with 

different economic development. By taking advantages from the countries of 

production, Amalfi was able to create a commercial profit which was conditioned to 

the circulation process. This process, which featured both buying and selling of goods, 

was the perfect condition to favour the richness and the supremacy of Amalfi people 

in the commercial fields.  

This historical period marks the glory of Amalfi, which thanks to the contacts with 
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people with different spiritual factors, could not hide from being attractive and 

custodian of external elements, exchanges not only in terms of products, but also in 

ways and shapes of a different moral life.  

 

If under a commercial point of view people from Amalfi largely enriched the private 

inheritance of the Republic, they also gave a contribution in the fields of culture, 

science, art and civil progress. 
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The paper from Amalfi 
 

Before the paper had been invented, in Egypt there was the use of papyrus. This name 

comes from a plant called Papirus cyperus which grows abundantly along the Nile 

banks. The pithy stems of the plant were cut into thin strings which were inter-wined 

and joined thanks to the wax contained in this vegetal substance. Its use was almost 

always for writing.   

 

The parchment, instead, was invented between the 2rd and 3nd century b.C. in the city 

of Pergamo, which gives it the name. It was obtained by a thin membrane of animal 

skin (lamb, sheep, goat), steeped in lime, then dried and polished. Despite the invention 

of the paper which was less expensive, the parchment used for writing official 

documents, has been considered the most prestige materials up to the Renaissance. 

 

  

One of the activities made by the people from Amalfi was the production of the 

handmade-paper, which was produced in the local Mill Valley and it was then 

distributed all over Campania region. 

The first reported information about the Amalfi paper was during the 13th century; it 

must be considered that the paper-mills were older, and almost possible when Amalfi 

reached the peak of its splendour.  

The most important document which proved this theory is a deed dated 1st July 1268 

by a man called Margarito, son of Piero Marcangella, who wrote his will mentioning 

his properties located in Amalfi, and among all of them also "de coctone uncias 

duodecimi auri, item habeo resimi tres de charta." (…some paper quantities). 

 

The Arabs imported and spread in the West the use and production of the paper which 

they learnt  from the Chinese. 

An antique legend says that the notable Tsai Lun, official at the Chinese Imperial Court, 

having seen that the pieces of rags transported by the river currents and pressed against 

the sharp rocks were transformed in a slush with different densities, he had invented 

the paper by using rags by following and perfecting the natural procedures in 105 b.C. 

 

The art of paper making starts to be spread all over the Arab world. In Egypt, at the 

beginning of 11th century, the paper was easily available. This was due to the fact that 

linen was very abundant there. 

 

The people from Amalfi had intense relationships with the Arab world and so they 

were the first Europeans to know where the paper was originally produced. 

 

 

The discovery of this paper encouraged the local people to start producing it.The start 
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of production was key in  improving the quality of their lives and they thought to 

produce it locally, by using the water energy given by the local Canneto  or Chiarito 

river, born from the Milky Mountains.  

That’s why local people preferred to build most of the paper mills in the valley of the 

town instead of import it. In this way they could import more precious goods than the 

paper.  

The paper, made with cotton rags, was used for documents of the Dukedom, bishop 

sees, parishes or for Notary deeds. It was also used at the Courts of Anjou, Aragons, 

Spanish Viceroyalty and at the Bourbon Court. The paper from Amalfi was very 

prestigious and valued; in many archives of churches, town halls and private 

documents many can be found with the Amalfi watermark, also with symbols of the 

town coat of arms, bishops emblems, family coat of arms can be found on them.  

 

At those times, the local paper was called "Charta Bambagina". According to a theory, 

this name comes from an Arab city named El Mambig, or from a Greek noun 

“Bambax” which means cotton. 

In 1220, the curial notaries were forbidden to use this paper by Frederick II who 

imposed the use of parchment which could last more. But this decree was not respected 

at all. During the 15th century, in fact, the paper from Amalfi was so important at the 

Court of Alfonso and Ferdinando Aragon that foreigners used to go to Naples to print 

their works. Charles V, in order to improve the production of the paper, decided to 

delete taxes on the paper used for books printings. 
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The process of making  

Amalfi paper  
 

 

The traditional process of the hand-made paper in Amalfi consisted of the following 

steps. The main raw materials were some cotton, linen and hemps rags which were 

collected into specific stone vats called in Italian “pile”  (picture n.1). These rags were 

ground and torn to pieces by the use of wooden hammers (picture n. 2) whose head 

was featured with iron nails. The shape and the size of those nails determined the 

consistency of the mixture of the rags  and, therefore, the basis weight (or the thickness) 

of the paper sheets. The motion of the hammers was operated by the water power, 

which falling on a wheel as a counterweight called rotone, generated motions in a shaft 

(called fuso, spindle in English). Once the mixture of rags was ready, it was collected 

into a large vat which was a type of vat covered with majolica tiles. The chosen shape 

of the paper sheets was then pushed down in the mixture, the shape had a wooden frame 

and showed a watermark in the middle, made by an intense net of copper and bronze 

wires.  

 

Picture n. 1                                                         Picture n. 2 
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The watermark indicated the trademarks which were useful to recognize the paper 

producers. These signs, which could be seen backlit, represented civic symbols, coat 

of arms or religious elements. The oldest sheets, dated 13th and 14th century, presented 

the emblem of the town or the eight-peak-cross or the coat of arms of antique families.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The rags mixture, once attached to the shape 

of the sheet and dripping with water, was then 

transferred on a specific wool felt. In this way 

a pile of very wet sheets was obtained and in 

between them the wooden felts were laid. The 

pile was then pressed under a wooden press 

machine (picture n. 3) which produced the 

spill of water.  

 

 

 

 

 

Later, the paper sheets were 

separated from the wooden felts 

one by one and were taken to the 

drying room called spandituro 

(picture n.4) for the final drying 

thanks to the natural wind. For this 

reason, these rooms were built on 

the top floors of the paper mills. 

Finally, the sheets were collected 

in packages in the polishing room  

(allisciaturo) where they were 

accurately straightened. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture n. 3 

Picture n. 4 
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In the 18th century, the hammered vat was substituted by the “Dutch machine” (picture 

n. 5) in order to reach a better and finer rags mixture. These new tools featured large 

metal cylinders on which the watermarks were joined. The pressure of the water, which 

was flowing through brick ducts, helped to stick the mixture near the watermarks. The 

rags mixture separated itself automatically and went through two felt rollers to 

eliminate the water. The paper sheets underwent a first drying step thanks to a steam 

boiler.  

 

The paper made in sheets was then dried in the drying rooms.  
 

 

                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              Picture n. 5
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Economic resources and 

organisational capacities 
 

At the beginning of 1700, 11 paper-mills were working in Amalfi with a total capacity 

of 83 vats, while at the end of 1700, the writer F. Sacco mentions 16 paper-mills in 

one of his works called “Geographic-historic-physic dictionary of the Kingdom of 

Naples”, published in 1765. Some of them were formed by large premises with drying 

rooms, gardens and rooms for residential use, some others were more modest in size.  

 

Due to their particular location, they were exposed to the damage created by the floods 

during the rainy days and to the lack of water during the summer months. In the first 

scenario the water was dirty and full with debris, in the second one the quantity of 

water was not enough to be used in all the vats. Moreover, high expenses for the 

preservation and running of the paper-mills occurred. The most frequent expenses 

were represented by the restoration of the drying rooms, or for the restoration of the 

hammers in the vats, or for the breaking of the hammers, or metal hoops and plates, 

wooden boards, nails or other small iron pieces. Once all the expenses were deducted, 

a paper mill had to save an income of 140 ducats (ancient coin), 10 ducats per vat.  

 

Many were the types of papers which were produced: small scrap paper, printing 

paper, white paper reminding lace, royal paper available in white and red colour, and  

The "Genovesca" paper in the Amalfi use. 

 

The product was classified in two categories: the white paper and the scrap paper.  

 
When the first income registry was made, the paper mills in Amalfi yielded a return 

of 1450 ducats to the owners, evaluating about 10 ducats for the white paper and 8 

ducats for the scrap paper for each vat included in the building. Here you can read 

some family names owning paper-mills: Bonito, Cimino, Lucibello, Amatruda, 

Tajano, Torre, Confalone, Milano e Ancora. 

 

The paper industry gave work to 10,57% of the active population and the working day 

was based on 8-12 working hours.  

For each vat 16 workers were in charge and a quantity average of 50-75 kg of paper 

per day was produced. A bale of 10 paper reams could be sold for 9 and 10 ducats, the 

bale of the royal paper for 4,60 ducats and the "Genovesca" paper in the Amalfi use 

for 16 - 29 carlinus (another type of antique coin). 

 

General Joachim Murat preferred to use a lot the paper made in Amalfi at his court.  
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The industrial territory 
 

The Valley of the Mills was divided into two areas which took their name from the 

name of the river: Chiarito di Basso (the lower part) and Chiarito di Sopra (the upper 

part). The first area began from Porta Hospitalis, (it is located where a fruit shop is 

currently located) where the hospital of S. Maria Cruciferarum up to the 16th century 

was located; it was founded by Cardinal Pietro Capuano in 1213. The area ended up 

with another gate built in the 11th century. (picture n. 6) 

Picture n. 6 
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The site of this gate corresponded with the 

locality Li Morti, whose name comes 

from the burial of the victims of the 

terrible plague of 1656. 

 

The “Porta Vecchia” (the Old Gate) of the 

city consisted of a large pointed arch, 

identical to that one of the present Porta 

della Marina, and was visible until the 

1960s. Outside this gate, the inner part of 

the valley began,   the innermost part of 

the valley, called Chiarito di Sopra (the 

Upper Chiarito).  

A little further north of the Porta 

Hospitalis there was the S. Basilio bridge, 

which crossed the river and was 

connected to the public stairway that still 

nowadays leads to Pogerola. (picture n. 7). 

Next to this bridge, the church of S. Maria 

de Flumine was located. It featured three 

naves, and it was already mentioned for 

the first time in 993. 

 

   The Mills Valley was connected to the 

lower part of the city by a series of very 

narrow streets that flanked the river 

course. (picture n. 8) 

 

The paper makers of that time were 

driven (animated) not only by profit, 

but also by a religious and charitable 

spirit, so they formed an association 

called "Congrega dei Cartari" (the 

Congregation of the Paper makers). 

The Holy Spirit Church was their seat, 

it was built in 1576 at their own 

expenses and was demolished in 1939 

to allow the passage of the road that 

leads to the Valle dei Mulini. 

Nowadays, only the intertwined arches 

on the wall of the Castriota palace can 

be seen. 

This three-storey building has an 

architectural structure showing late 

Picture n. 7 

Picture n. 8 
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Gothic elements from the 15th century. Not far from the palace you can see a 

characteristic fountain in volcanic stone with two marble masks from the 18th century. 

The fountain is commonly known as "Capo è Ciuccio", (the donkey heads), because in 

ancient times the donkeys – which were the transport means of that time – used to stop 

there for drinking when they were coming down from the village of Pogerola .  

The ancient road allowed only the passage of a few carriages and small vehicles. 

 

 

 

In the 1960-70s, this area of the city 

was subjected to a wild and violent 

urbanization. In fact, the coverage of 

the river from the Piazzetta dello 

Spirito Santo to the actual Amatruda 

paper mill dates back to that time. 

This coverage was necessary due to 

the heavy torrential rains that often 

swelled the watercourse. Coming out 

of the banks, it flooded the city, 

creating considerable damage to 

shops and people. As a result, 

numerous reinforced concrete 

buildings were built, ruining the 

characteristic appearance of the Mills 

Valley. Some paper mills were later 

transformed into private homes. 

(picture n. 9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the 19th  and early 20th centuries, this area was an attractive destination for foreign 

artists and writers, who highlighted the natural beauty of this landscape which was even 

more interesting to their inspirations by the presence of the mills, the ancient factories 

for the production of paper and iron. 

These were the travellers of the Grand Tour who helped to build the myth, helping  

the beginning of the great tourism of that time.  

Paper is still made in Amalfi today; in fact out of the 16 existing paper mills which 

were in force in the 18th century, only two survive today, and they are both located in 

the Mills Valley. 

 

 

Picture n. 9 
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The non-active paper mills located in the Valley are now in a serious state of abandon. 

They are nothing but old ruins, some without roofs and attics. But they are proof of a 

great industry that made paper craftsmanship glorious. (Fig. n°10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

                  Picture n. 10 

 

In Amalfi today you can visit the "Paper 

Museum"; in fact, an old paper mill from the 

13th century, donated by the paper art master 

Nicola Milano, It has been transformed into a 

museum. Here the visitors can admire the 

ancient medieval tools with which paper was 

worked by hand. Near the museum, traces of 

medieval canals that were used to irrigate the 

higher areas are still visible. (picture n. 11) 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                 
Picture n 11 
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Handcrafting entrepreneurs 
 

The entrepreneurs from Amalfi preferred to keep the processing methods they had 

learned from the Arabs rather than adapting to the needs of the market to produce 

paper with new manufacturing techniques. At the end of the 18th century, the 

production of special papers, such as blue paper or writing paper for use in Genoa or 

France, gave way to rough and scrap paper. 

 

 

Up to 40 years ago, coloured wrapping paper was used to protect lemons in trays while 

transported. And also the pasta and sugar were wrapped with the blue type of paper. 

 

The precious wood, in particular the chestnut, gave life to a thriving business. Even 

the oak wood, in addition to being worked on site to ensure the local paper mills the 

tools they needed, reached the ports of the Ligurian Riviera. 

 

The costs for the paper production, due to a lack of technological transformation, had 

become so high that they could no longer stand up to the competition in the market. 

The reasons for the decline of the paper mills were various: one of the issues was that 

the supply of rags became increasingly difficult; then the persistence of the ancient 

method of craftsmanship, and refusing to adapt to the new mechanization techniques 

that offered a good product at cheaper prices. 

 

 

Between the end of the 18th and the beginning of the 19th century, the Amalfi Coast 

was firstly victim of the manufacturing decline, secondarily it fell under the lack of 

industrial development. 

Surrounded by high and rugged hills, Amalfi had always been badly connected with 

the hinterland; the supply of all raw materials for industry and the export of products 

took place by sea, with a significant increase in the cost of transport, even if that route 

might still seem the least expensive. The rags came from Naples, and their cost was 

also affected by the sea freight and the entry duty. 

 

The raw materials that arrived to Amalfi from the sea, in order to reach the paper mills, 

had to be transported for long distances on the back of donkeys, and sometimes 

because of the frequent interruptions caused by landslides, even on the back of men. 

(picture n. 12) The same fate was reserved to the finished products, which by identical 

means and along the same paths, had to reach the port to be loaded on the ships and 

directed to other cities of the Campania region.
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 Picture n. 12 

 

Under these difficult conditions, the production costs were high; so that, at the 

beginning of the 18th century, with the appearance of the first competitors who 

managed to operate in much more favourable conditions - both for the improved 

conditions of the communication routes, and for the progressive reduction of 

production costs – and thanks to the introduction of new techniques, the first 

conditions for the economic decline of Amalfi are created. 

 

 

In the summer of 1974, the Amalfi Local Tourist Board, directed by Plinio Amendola, 

held an event called "Amalfi by night". It was a great success. 

That man found out that people was very curious to discover the alleys of Amalfi. A 

path was set up along the cross-vaulted- small streets, lit with coloured lights and 

decorated with the products of nature such as tomatoes, garlic, melons, lemons and 

prickly pears. People could take part in music concerts and people wearing old 

costumes of the ancient Maritime Republic time could be seen. In some open spaces 

there were artisans and artists who showed the process of ceramic making, or painting, 

ironing, wood working, and also photographic exhibitions and stalls with typical food 

products. 

In the entrance hall of a local building, the hand-crafting of Amalfi paper was shown, 
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foreign tourists were just amazed by this procedure. 

 

 

The paper maker Bonaventura Ippolito was in charge for the production of the paper 

sheets, while my grandfather Luigi D'Antuono was involved in the display of the paper 

products and ancient prints of Amalfi and its coastline. 

 

We can say that since those years the fame of Amalfi's handmade paper has spread 

enormously and that an economic recovery of this not still very well-known artisanal 

product has been realised. 

 

 
Today, the Amalfi paper is used for important occasions also by princes and dukes 

when, for example, they have to announce their weddings or parties. The Vatican State 

itself uses Amalfi paper for its correspondence, decorated with personalized 

watermarks of the papal coat of arms. 

 

If you come to Amalfi you can visit our shop, TABULA. We have been here since 

1973. Thanks to our grandfather we have learned the best techniques and knowledge 

of reproducing the Amalfi paper. In this historical moment, these skills allow us to 

create customized creations with completely unique processes. 
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Thanks 
 
I thank everyone for reading this book. I thank you for this journey that we have 

experienced together.  

 

A special thank goes to my uncle Andrea D’Antuono, historian and author, for helping 

me creating this book during my study at high school. 

 

I also thank the Local Library of Amalfi for giving me the possibility to study old books 

which helped me to write this important document rich in information based on 

historical truths.   

 

Thank you, Amalfi town, for having given me the chance to relive and promote your 

history.  

 

This book is dedicated to all lovers of old-time emotions. 

 

I dedicate this book to my family. To my mum Irene, my father Carmine and my 

sister Imma. 

 

Let this book be a glimmer of light to focus more attention on all artisans who 

deserve it. 

 

Finished writing: June 2015 

 

All rights are reserved to the author. 

 

Translated by “Mr Raf” (Raffaele Dipino). 

 


